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Abstrat
Penrose's spinor alulus of 4-dimensional Lorentzian geometry is extended to the ase
of 5-dimensional Lorentzian geometry. Suh fruitful ideas in Penrose's spinor alulus as the
spin ovariant derivative, the urvature spinors or the denition of the spin oeients on a
spin frame an be arried over to the spinor alulus in 5-dimensional Lorentzian geometry.
The algebrai and dierential properties of the urvature spinors are studied in detail and
as an appliation we extend the well-known 4-dimensional Newman-Penrose formalism to a
5-dimensional spaetime.
PACS: 02.10.Xm, 04.20.Cv, 04.20.Gz, 02.70.Wz, 04.50.-h, 02.40.Hw.
1 Introdution
In reent years high progress has been made towards the understanding of General Relativity
when the number of spaetime dimensions is ve. As a result it is now known that some lassial
results of 4-dimensional General Relativity do not translate to a 5-dimensional spaetime (or
at least the translation is not straightforward). Perhaps the best known example is supplied
by the uniqueness theorems of stationary vauum blak holes whih, in four dimensions, put
severe onstraints on the topology of the event horizon and the nature of the spaetime when
ertain onditions are met (an up-to-date review of this subjet is [2℄). In ve dimensions these
theorems are no longer true as it was rst shown by means of a ounterexample in [5℄. The
ounterexample was an exat solution of the Einstein vauum eld equations in ve dimensions
whih is stationary, asymptotially at and has a onneted, non-degenerate event horizon (it is
thus a blak hole), yet the topology of the event horizon is S1 × S2 × R (a blak ring). Sine
the solution is asymptotially at one an dene its mass and its angular momentum and hek
that there is a range of these variables whih fall within the ranges of the mass and the angular
momentum of the Myers-Perry solution in dimension ve. In this way one onludes that in ve
dimensions it is possible to have two dierent (non-isometri) vauum, stationary, asymptotially
at blak holes with the same mass and angular momentum and both having a non-degenerate
onneted event horizon.
The disovery of the blak ring fostered the investigation of exat solutions in ve and higher
dimensions (see [6℄ for a thorough review of the researh onduted in this diretion). In this
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framework it is useful to have generalisations to higher dimensions of the tools whih have been
suessfully employed in four dimensions to nd and lassify exat solutions. Two of these tools are
the Newman-Penrose formalism and the Petrov lassiation. For a generi spaetime dimension,
whih we may all N , these tools have been reently generalised by a number of authors. The
introdution of the alignment theory in [14℄ made it possible to put forward a sheme to lassify
the Weyl tensor (and in fat any tensor) in a Lorentzian vetor spae of arbitrary dimension (this
is reviewed in [3℄). A frame formalism in whih the Rii and Bianhi identities are studied for a
spaetime of dimension N has been developed in [17℄ and [21℄ respetively.
While the afore-mentioned generalisations are useful when working in generi dimension N
one hopes that in the partiular ase of N = 5 it should be possible to adopt the same proedure
whih is followed in dimension four to introdue the Newman-Penrose formalism and the Petrov
lassiation. This onsists in regarding these as natural appliations of the spinor alulus
introdued by Penrose in [18℄ and therefore this approah requires the development of the spinor
alulus in a 5-dimensional Lorentzian manifold. To present a detailed desription of this spinor
alulus is one of the main aims of this paper. Using this spinor formalism we extend the Newman-
Penrose formalism to a 5-dimensional spaetime. We stress that the formalism introdued here
is truly an extension of the Newman-Penrose formalism used in four dimensions beause it
ontains the same variables (spin oeients, urvature salars, et) as in four dimensions plus
some additional quantities whih are spei to a 5-dimensional spaetime. As an be expeted,
the full set of Newman-Penrose equations in a 5-dimensional spaetime is far more involved than in
four dimensions but this does not mean that the formalism will be less useful in ertain partiular
ases as we hope to illustrate in [9℄. One an also develop an invariant lassiation of the Weyl
spinor assoiated to the 5-dimensional Weyl tensor [4℄.
It is well-known that spinors an be introdued in a spaetime of arbitrary dimension in fat
the signature of the metri tensor need not be Lorentzian. The generi proedure to aomplish
this is also well-known (see appendix A of [20℄ for an aount of it) but if we are interested in
the partiular ase of a 5-dimensional spaetime it is worth spelling out the whole proedure in
detail for this partiular ase, speially if we are to fous on spei appliations suh as those
mentioned above. For a 5-dimensional spaetime, the spin spae is a 4-dimensional omplex vetor
spae endowed with an antisymmetri tensor whih plays the role of a metri tensor (sympleti
struture). Also we show how one an develop a alulus using these spinors and explain how to
introdue the idea of a spin ovariant derivative. When the spin ovariant derivative is ompatible
with the spaetime metri and the sympleti struture then we prove that suh a spin ovariant
derivative is unique. In this ase one an dene the urvature spinors (Rii spinor and Weyl
spinor) muh in the same way as it is done in the spinor alulus of a 4-dimensional Lorentzian
manifold. The algebrai and dierential properties of these spinors are analysed and it is found
that the Weyl spinor is a rank-4 totally symmetri spinor (this property was already pointed out
in [4℄) and that the Rii spinor is a rank-4 Riemann-like tensor, by whih we mean that it has
the same symmetries as a 4-dimensional Riemann tensor (we regard the yli property of the
Riemann tensor as one of its symmetries).
Working in dimension ve leads to the manipulation of tensors with large numbers of om-
ponents, already with only three or four indies. This, together with the presene of various
types of symmetries (inluding an antisymmetri metri), makes it onvenient to use speialised
tools for Tensor Computer Algebra. We have used the system xAt [12℄, based on Mathematia,
and developed by one of us (JMM). xAt an handle both abstrat and omponent expressions
with arbitrary permutation symmetries, by means of eient tehniques of omputational group
theory [13℄, and by using systematially Penrose's abstrat index notations, as we shall do in this
artile. We have reently extended it to perform spinor alulus in 4-dimensional spaetimes [8℄,
and the 5-dimensional spinor alulus studied in the present paper will be also inluded in a near
future.
The struture of this paper is as follows: in setion 2 we reall how spinors are onstruted in
a 5-dimensional vetor spae possessing a Lorentzian metri and disuss some basi properties of
the spin spae. Setion 3 deals with the onept of spin struture on a 5-dimensional Lorentzian
manifold. One then an dene a ovariant derivative whih is ompatible with the spin struture
(spin ovariant derivative). We prove here that a spin ovariant derivative whih is also ompatible
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with the sympleti struture of the spin bundle is unique and extends the Levi-Civita onnetion
to the spin bundle. To arry out the proof we ompute the onnetion oeients of suh a spin
ovariant derivative in a spin tetrad and a semi-null pentad whih enables us to extend the
Newman-Penrose spin oeients to the 5-dimensional ase. In setion 4 we use this ovariant
derivative to nd the spinors representing the traeless Rii tensor and the Weyl tensor (urvature
spinors) and study the algebrai and dierential properties of these spinors. The main appliation
of previous results is shown in setion 5 where we explain how one an extend the Newman-Penrose
formalism to a 5-dimensional spaetime. Some further appliations are indiated in setion 6.
2 The spin struture on a 5 dimensional Lorentzian vetor
spae
Let L be a 5-dimensional real vetor spae endowed with a real salar produt g( , ) of Lorentzian
signature (signature onvention (+,−,−,−,−)) and let S be a omplex vetor spae whose di-
mension is for the moment left unspeied (omplex onjugate of salars will be denoted by an
overbar). Using the vetor spae L and its dual L
∗
as the starting point one builds a tensor
algebra in the standard fashion. Similarly a tensor algebra is built from S and its dual S
∗
. We
denote these algebras by T(L) and T(S) respetively 1. In this work abstrat indies will be used
throughout to denote tensorial quantities: in this way small Latin indies a, b, . . . will denote
abstrat indies on elements of T(L) and apital Latin indies A,B, . . . will be used for abstrat
indies of elements in T(S). The tensor algebra T(S) will be referred to as the spin algebra and
its elements will be alled spinors. One an also build tensor algebras by taking tensor produts
of elements in T(L) and elements in T(S). Quantities in these tensor algebras will be referred to
as mixed tensors and they will arry abstrat indies of both types. The algebras T(L) and T(S)
shall be regarded as omplex vetor spaes.
We introdue now a mixed tensor γ CaB whih, by denition, fulls the following algebrai
property
γ BaA γ
C
bB + γ
B
bA γ
C
aB = −δ
C
A gab, (1)
where δ CA is the identity tensor (also known as the Kroneker delta) on the vetor spae S. Note
that we use a staggerred
This relation means that γ CaB an be regarded as belonging to a representation on the vetor
spae S of the Cliord algebra Cl(L, g). If we demand that this representation be irreduible then
it an be shown that extra strutures an be added to the vetor spae S. First of all we note
that the quantity γ AaA must vanish, for otherwise the 1-form γ
A
aA would be invariant under the
ation of any endomorphism of L keeping gab invariant (orthogonal group), and this an only
happen for salars and 5-forms [20℄. Another onsequene of γ CaB belonging to an irreduible
representation of the Cliord algebra is shown in the next result.
Theorem 1. If the quantity γ CaB belongs to an irreduible representation of Cl(L, g), then the
dimension of S is 4 and there exist two antisymmetri spinors ǫAB, ǫ̂
AB
, unique up to a onstant,
suh that
ǫAB ǫ̂
CB = δ CA . (2)
Furthermore, these antisymmetri spinors full the following algebrai property
γaD
AγaC
B =
1
2
δD
AδC
B − δC
AδD
B + ǫCD ǫ̂
AB. (3)
Proof: Equation (3) is just equation (B.29) of the appendix of [20℄ partiularised for the ase in
whih L is 5-dimensional. Equation (B.41.b) of that appendix shows that the quantity E
−
of
(B.29) redues to the last term of (3).
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Stritly speaking only the algebras Tr
s
(L) of tensors r-ontravariant s-ovariant an be dened (and the same
applies to Tr
s
(S)). To lessen the notation we will suppress the labels r, s in the notation and they will only be
made expliit when onfusion may arise.
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The results of previous theorem allow us to introdue the onept of spin struture on the
vetor spae L.
Denition 1. Under the onditions stated in theorem 1 we will refer to γ BaA as a spin struture
on L. The omplex vetor spae S is then alled the spin spae of the spin struture.
The spinors ǫAB and ǫ̂
AB
an be regarded as a metri tensor and its inverse in the vetor spae
S and therefore they an be used to raise and lower spinorial indies. The metri tensor ǫAB is a
sympleti metri and therefore some are is required when introduing the onventions for the
raising and lowering of indies with ǫAB and ǫ̂
AB
(see appendix A for a review of this issue). Our
onventions for these operations are
ξAǫAB = ξB , ξ
A = ǫ̂ABξB.
In partiular we an raise the indies of ǫAB getting ǫ
AB = ǫ̂AB and from now on only the symbol
ǫ will be used for the sympleti metri and its inverse. Note also the property
δAB = −δ
A
B . (4)
Here the quantity δ AB is the Kroneker delta on S and δ
A
B is a derived quantity obtained from
it by the raising and lowering of indies. In partiular this implies δ AA = 4. Again see appendix
A for a further disussion about the properties and onventions related to a sympleti metri.
Using ǫAB, ǫ
AB
, gab and g
ab
we an raise and lower indies of mixed quantities. In partiular,
we an start from γ BaA and obtain the quantity γ
a
AB. Next result gathers a number of algebrai
properties of γaAB whih are needed in this work.
Theorem 2. The quantity γaAB has the following algebrai properties
γ ABa γbAB = −2gab , (5)
γaCDγ
a
AB = ǫADǫBC − ǫACǫBD +
1
2
ǫABǫCD , (6)
γa[AB] = γ
a
AB , ǫ
ABγaAB = 0. (7)
Proof: Equation (5) is a diret onsequene from the trae of (1) while equation (6) omes from
lowering all the indies in (3). Now, we multiply both sides of this last expression by γ ABb , use
(5) and perform all the metri ontrations. The result is
γbCD = −γbDC ,
whih entails γa[AB] = 0. Finally we note
0 = γaAA = −ǫ
ABγaAB. (8)
For later appliations we need to introdue another quantity related to γaAB. Its denition is
GabAC ≡ −γ
a
(A
B γbC)B. (9)
From this denition is lear that GabAC has the following symmetries
G[ab]AC = G
ab
AC , G
ab
(AC) = G
ab
AC .
Also, using the results of theorem 2 we dedue the following algebrai properties for GabAB
GabCDG
ab
AB = ǫADǫBC + ǫACǫBD , (10)
G ABad GbcAB = gabgcd − gacgbd. (11)
Finally we note that the produt γaA
BγbCB an be written in the form
γaA
BγbCB = −GabAC +
1
2
gabǫAC . (12)
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2.1 Relation between spinors and tensors
Elements of the tensor algebra T(L) an be put into orrespondene with spinors by means of
γ ABa . To see an example of how this works we onsider a 1-rank vetor v
a
. Then its spinor
ounterpart is given by
vAB = γ ABa v
a.
In view of the properties presented in Theorem 2 it is immediate that the spinor vAB is anti-
symmetri and traeless. Reiproally, any antisymmetri and traeless spinor ξAB has a vetor
ounterpart given by ξABγaAB.
Previous example an be generalised for tensors and spinors of higher rank. The fundamental
result is omprised in the following proposition
Proposition 1. Let TA1B1...ApBp ∈ T
0
2p(S), p ∈ N and suppose that
TA1B1...[AjBj ]...ApBp = TA1B1...AjBj ...ApBp , (13)
T
Aj
A1B1...Aj−1Bj−1 AjAj+1Bj+1...ApBp
= 0, (14)
for any j = 1, . . . p. Then there is a unique tensor Ta1...ap ∈ T
0
p(L) suh that
Ta1...apγ
a1
A1B1
· · · γ
ap
ApBp
= TA1B1...ApBp . (15)
The tensor Ta1...ap is given by
Ta1...ap =
1
(−2)p
γ A1B1a1 · · · γ
ApBp
ap
TA1B1...ApBp . (16)
Proof: If TA1B1...ApBp is a given spinor fulling (13)-(14) and we dene a tensor Ta1...ap through
(16) then we have
Ta1...apγ
a1
A1B1
· · · γ
ap
ApBp
=
1
(−2)p
γa1A1B1γ
C1D1
a1
· · · γ
ap
ApBp
γ CpDpap TC1D1...CpDp =(
δA1
C1δB1
D1
2
−
δA1
D1δB1
C1
2
+
ǫA1B1
4
ǫD1C1
)
· · ·
(
δAp
CpδBp
Dp
2
−
δAp
DpδBp
Cp
2
+
ǫApBp
4
ǫDpCp
)
×
TC1D1...CpDp = TA1B1...ApBp ,
where (6) was used in the rst step and (13)-(14) in the last step. Suppose now that there is
another tensor T˜a1...ap suh that
T˜a1...apγ
a1
A1B1
· · · γ
ap
ApBp
= TA1B1...ApBp .
Then if we multiply both sides of previous equation by γ A1B1b1 · · · γ
ApBp
bp
and use (5) we obtain
(−2)pT˜b1...bp = γ
A1B1
b1
· · · γ
ApBp
bp
TA1B1...ApBp ,
whih via equation (16) entails T˜a1...ap = Ta1...ap .
Elements of T02p(S) fulling (13)-(14) form a subspae whih is denoted by U2p(S). Thus
previous proposition asserts that U2p(S) and T
0
p(L) are in fat isomorphi as vetors spaes.
Similar onsiderations as before, lead us to the denition of U2p(S).
It is possible to dene a unique tensor starting from any spinor ξA1B1...ApBp in T
0
2p(S) as
follows. First we introdue the linear projetor P whih projets the vetor spae T02p(S) down
to the subspae U2p(S). Then we apply proposition 1 to the spinor P(ξA1B1...ApBp). The tensor
so obtained is alled the tensor ounterpart or tensor equivalent of ξA1B1...ApBp . It is lear that
dierent spinors an have the same tensor ounterpart.
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Proposition 2. If ξA, ηA are suh that ξAηA = 0, then the spinor ωAB ≡ ξ[AηB] denes a null
la vetor by means of the relation
la = γaABω
AB
(17)
Proof: We need to show that the vetor la dened by (17) is null. Using (6) we get
lala = −2ωABω
AB = −2ξ[AηB]ξ
[AηB] = 0.
Remark 1. Unlike as in the ase of the spinor algebra in 4-dimensional Lorentzian geometry,
there is no onverse to previous proposition. All what an be said is that if la is null, then the
spinor ωAB ≡ γaABla fulls the property
ωABω
AB = 0,
as is easily heked using (5).
2.2 Spin tetrads and semi-null pentads
In this subsetion we introdue a basis in S, with elements oA, ιA, o˜A, ι˜A, in whih the sympleti
metri takes the anonial form
ǫAB = 2o[AιB] − 2o˜[Aι˜B]. (18)
This entails
oAιA = −1 = o˜
Aι˜A , o
Ao˜A = ι
Aι˜A = o
A ι˜A = ι
Ao˜A = 0 (19)
The basis {oA, ιA, o˜A, ι˜A} is the analog of the spin dyad whih is used in the spinor alulus of
4-dimensional Lorentzian geometry. We will all a basis with these properties a spin tetrad. It is
now lear that the spin spae S an be written as the following diret sum
S = S1 ⊕ S2 , S1 = span{o
A, ιA} , S2 = span{o˜
A, ι˜A}.
Eah of the spaes S1, S2 is isomorphi to the 2-dimensional spin spae in whih the spinors of
4-dimensional Lorentzian geometry are dened. Indeed S2 an be related to S1 if we introdue
an anti-linear operator C : S→ S dened by its ation on the basis oA, ιA, o˜A, ι˜A
C(oA) = −io˜A , C(ιA) = −iι˜A , C(o˜A) = ioA , C(ι˜A) = iιA. (20)
The operator C has the additional property C2 = −IS (IS is the identity on S) and therefore it
an be used to endow S with a quaternioni struture. Also, we an extend the operator C to
tensors if in addition to (20) we demand that
C(γaAB) = −γ
a
AB. (21)
When C ats on tensors then it beomes an involutive operator and thus it is a omplex onjuga-
tion.
We an now use the spin tetrad just introdued to onstrut a basis in L. The way in whih
this is done is by onsidering the tensor equivalents of the spinors oAo˜B, ιAι˜B , oAι˜B , o˜AιB , oAιB
and o˜Aι˜B. These tensor equivalents are
la ≡ γaABo
Ao˜B , na ≡ γaABι
A ι˜B ,
ma ≡ −oAγaAB ι˜
B , m¯a ≡ o˜AγaABι
B ,
ua ≡ 2oBγaABι
A = −2o˜BγaAB ι˜
A. (22)
From (20)-(21) we dedue that la, na are real with respet to C whereas C(ma) = m¯a. Also using
(22) and (6) it is easy to ompute the nonvanishing salar produts of the elements of this basis
lana = 1 , m
am¯a = −1 , u
aua = −2.
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Hene, we dedue that {la, na,ma, m¯a, ua} forms a semi-null pentad. This is the 5 dimensional
analog of the null tetrad used in 4-dimensional Lorentzian geometry and it has a similar rele-
vane. This will be illustrated in the forthoming setions, where we will perform a number of
omputations in this basis.
We adopt a number of general onventions when working with a spin tetrad and its assoiated
semi-null pentad. Suppose that the bases B and N dened next are respetively a spin tetrad
and the semi-null pentad onstruted from it
B ≡ {eA0 , e
A
1 , e
A
2 , e
A
3 } , N ≡ {e
a
1, e
a
2, e
a
3, e
a
4, e
a
5}. (23)
Then we set up the assignments
eA
0
≡ oA , eA
1
≡ ιA , eA
2
≡ o˜A , eA
3
≡ ι˜A ,
ea1 ≡ l
a , ea2 ≡ n
a , ea3 ≡ m
a , ea4 ≡ m¯
a , ea5 ≡ u
a. (24)
The relations written in (22) enable us to obtain right away the omponents of ǫAB and γ
a
AB
in the bases introdued above. The result is
ǫ01 = 1 , ǫ23 = −1 , γ
1
02
= 1 , γ2
13
= 1 , γ3
03
= −1 , γ4
12
= −1 , γ5
10
=
1
2
,
γ5
23
= −
1
2
, (25)
all the other independent omponents of ǫAB and γ
a
AB being zero. Previous result an be written
somewhat more invariantly in the form (18) and
γaAB = −2n
ao[Ao˜B] − 2l
aι[Aι˜B] − 2m¯
ao[Aι˜B] + 2m
ao˜[AιB] − u
a(o˜[Aι˜B] + o[AιB]). (26)
3 Spin strutures on a 5-dimensional Lorentzian manifold
So far all our onsiderations have been algebrai in nature, but as is well known one an use these
ideas to onstrut a spin-struture on a given 5-dimensional Lorentzian manifold. We explain
next how this is ahieved. Suppose that (M, g) is a 5-dimensional Lorentzian manifold and let
Tp(M) be the tangent spae at a point p. This is a vetor spae whih an be endowed with the
Lorentzian salar produt g( , )|p. Therefore the vetor spae Tp(M) has properties similar to L
and we an introdue a spin spae Sp and a spin struture γ
B
aA |p at eah point p.
Denition 2 (Spin bundle). The union
S(M) ≡
⋃
p∈M
Sp, (27)
is a vetor bundle with the manifold M as the base spae and the group of linear transformations
on C4 as the struture group. We will all this vetor bundle the spin bundle and the setions of
S(M) are the ontravariant rank-1 spinor elds on M.
We an now dene the tensor algebras Trs(Tp(M)), T
R
S (Sp) and, by means of a denition
similar to (27) use them to onstrut vetor bundles withM as the base manifold. These bundles
are tensor bundles and we denote eah of these tensor bundles by S
r,R
s,S (M), where the meaning
of the labels r, R, s, S is the obvious one. In general we will suppress these labels and use just
the notation S(M) as a generi symbol for these tensor bundles. Setions on S(M) are written
using abstrat indies and we follow the same onventions explained for the ase of the vetor
spaes L and S. Setions of any of the bundles S
0,R
0,S (M) are alled spinor elds or simply spinors.
Denition 3 (Spin struture on a 5-dimensional manifold). If the quantity γ BaA |p varies
smoothly on the manifold M, then one an dene a smooth setion of the bundle S0,11,1(M),
denoted by γ BaA . When this is the ase we all the smooth setion γ
B
aA a smooth spin struture
on the Lorentzian manifold (M, g).
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A spin struture an be always dened in a neighbourhood of any point p ∈ M, but further
topologial restritions on M are required if the spin struture is to be dened globally. A
neessary and suient ondition for the existene of a spin struture is that the seond Stiefel-
Whitney lass of M vanishes (see e.g. [15℄).
From now on we assume that we are working in a manifold M admitting a smooth spin
struture. Using (3) one one an introdue two smooth setions ǫAB, ǫ
AB
and use them to
raise and lower indies in any spinor eld. These setions are dened up to a smooth onformal
fator. The properties shown in eqs. (2)-(4) hold for ǫAB, ǫ
AB
and the quantity δ BA . Also, the
algebrai properties shown in theorem 2 and the relations between spinors and tensors explained
in subsetion 2.1 an be arried over to this new ontext.
3.1 Covariant derivatives on S(M)
We turn now to the study of ovariant derivatives dened on the tensor bundle S(M). Let
Da denote suh a ovariant derivative. Then the operator Da an at on any quantity with
tensor indies and/or spinor indies. As a result, when Da is restrited to quantities belonging
to S
r,0
s,0(M) we reover the standard notion of ovariant derivative ating on tensor elds of M.
If Da is restrited to quantities in S
0,R
0,S (M) then Da is the ovariant derivative ating on spinor
elds. The onsequene of this is that the onnetion oeients and the urvature of Da will be
divided in two groups: those arising from the tensorial part and those arising from the spinorial
part. The group arising from the tensorial part onsists of the Christoel symbols/Rii rotation
oeients and the Riemann tensor of the ovariant derivative restrited to the tangent bundle
T (M). The group oming from the spinorial part ontains the onnetion omponents and the
urvature tensor of the ovariant derivative restrited to the spin bundle S(M). We will refer
to these as the inner onnetion and the inner urvature respetively. See [1℄ for an in-depth
disussion of these onepts.
To see how this works in pratie, onsider a spinor eld ξA. Then the ommutation of Da,
Db ating on ξ
A
is given by [1℄
DaDbξ
A −DbDaξ
A = F baB
AξB, (28)
where we assume that Da has no torsion (this ondition is adopted heneforth for any ovariant
derivative). The mixed quantity F BabA is the inner urvature mentioned above. It is antisym-
metri in the tensorial indies and it fulls the Bianhi identity [1℄
DaF
B
bcA +DbF
B
caA +DcF
B
abA = 0. (29)
Let now V ≡ {eA1 , e
A
2 , e
A
3 , e
A
4 } be a frame on S(M) and onsider the ation of Da on any
element of this frame. The result is
Dae
A
B = A
A
aB. (30)
Here and in the following we will use boldfae letters to denote basis indies, i.e. indies varying
within a range of numbers. The quantities AAaB are the omponents of the onnetion dened
by Da when it is restrited to the vetor bundle S(M). Traditionally they are regarded as non-
tensorial objets but if we see them as dependent from the frame {eA
1
, eA
2
, eA
3
, eA
4
} they an be
onsidered as true tensors [1℄. This is the viewpoint whih will be adopted in this work and
therefore we shall write
A(D,V )AaB,
for the tensor whose omponents in the frame V yield the quantities appearing in (30). We
will all this tensor the inner onnetion tensor of Da, and we use a notation whih stresses its
dependene on the frame V . It is possible to obtain a formula for F BbcA in terms of the inner
onnetion tensor. The result is [1℄
F abA
B = A(D,V )BbCA(D,V )
C
aA −A(D,V )
B
aCA(D,V )
C
bA −
−∂aA(D,V )
B
bA + ∂bA(D,V )
B
aA, (31)
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where ∂a is any ovariant derivative on S(M) without torsion and urvature. Now suppose that
va is a vetor eld on T (M). Then the ommutation of Da, Db on va (Rii identity) yields
DaDbv
c −DbDav
c = Rbad
cvd.
The tensor Rbad
c
is the standard Riemann tensor and it fulls the familiar rst and seond
Bianhi identities. If we introdue a frame Vˆ ≡ {ea1, e
a
2, e
a
3, e
a
4, e
a
5} we an ompute the onnetion
omponents on it
Dce
a
b = Γ
a
cb.
Again we follow the viewpoint explained above and regard the onnetion omponents as the
omponents of a tensor attahed to the frame Vˆ . This tensor is
Γ(D, Vˆ )abc.
We shall refer to this tensor as the Christoel tensor of Da. Again note the dependeny of this
tensor on the frame Vˆ . The omponents of the Christoel tensor in the frame Vˆ are known
traditionally as the Rii rotation oeients of Da in that frame. If Vˆ is non-oordinated then
Γ(D, Vˆ )acb is not symmetri on its two last indies. If the omponents gab of the metri in
the frame Vˆ are onstants and Dagbc = 0 then we have instead the symmetry Γ(D, Vˆ )abc =
−Γ(D, Vˆ )cba, where the rst index of the Christoel tensor has been lowered with the metri gab.
3.2 The spin ovariant derivative
We wish to introdue a partiular type of ovariant derivative on S(M).
Denition 4 (Spin ovariant derivative). Suppose that S(M) admits a spin struture γ BaA .
We say that a ovariant derivative Da dened on S(M) is ompatible with the spin struture
γ BaA if it fulls the property
Daγ
D
bC = 0. (32)
The ovariant derivative Da is then alled a spin ovariant derivative with respet to the spin
struture γ BaA .
Ating with suh Da on (1) gives
Dagbc = 0, (33)
whih shows that the restrition of Da to quantities with tensorial indies is just the Levi-Civita
ovariant derivative of gab. However, ondition (32) does not x univoally Da on spinors, and
therefore there are many ovariant derivatives whih are ompatible with a given spin struture.
The freedom originates in the fat that ǫAB is dened by (3) only up to onformal resalings.
Dierentiating (3) gives
Da(ǫCDǫ
AB) = 0,
or equivalently,
DaǫAB =
1
4
(
ǫCDDaǫCD
)
ǫAB = ǫABDaY , Y ≡
1
4
log det ǫ.
Hene, Da is of Weyl type with respet to the metri ǫAB, but it is always possible to swith to
another ompatible spin derivative whih is of Levi-Civita type:
Theorem 3. There is one and only one spin ovariant derivative ∇a on S(M) with respet to
the spin struture γ BaA whih fulls the property
∇aǫAB = 0. (34)
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Proof: Condition (33) determines the ation of ∇a on tensors and hene the omponents of the
Christoel tensor of ∇a in any frame are the familiar onnetion omponents of the Levi-Civita
ovariant derivative. We now need to show that there is a frame in whih the inner onnetion
tensor gets also xed. Let us work in a spin tetrad whose properties are those desribed in (18)-
(19) and onstrut from it a null pentad in the way shown in (22). We also need to introdue the
frame derivations of N whih are
D ≡ la∇a , ∆ ≡ n
a∇a , δ ≡ m
a∇a , δ¯ ≡ m¯
a∇a , D ≡ u
a∇a. (35)
The operators D, ∆, δ and δ¯ orrespond to the standard Newman-Penrose frame derivations used
in 4-dimensional Lorentz geometry whereas D has to be added in order to work in ve dimensions.
Now we take the onditions ∇aǫAB = 0, ∇aγbAB = 0 and expand them in the spin tetrad B,
and the semi-null pentad N (see (24)-(24)). The derivatives of the omponents of ǫAB and γbAB
are
∇aǫAB = A(∇,B)
C
aBǫAC +A(∇,B)
C
aAǫCB, (36)
∇aγ
b
AB
= A(∇,B)C
aB
γb
AC
+A(∇,B)C
aA
γb
CB
− Γ(∇,N )b
ac
γc
AB
, (37)
where ∇1 = D, ∇2 = ∆, ∇3 = δ, ∇4 = δ¯ and ∇5 = D are just the frame dierentiations dened
in (35). Sine ǫAB, γ
b
AB
are onstants for any value of the basis indies, we dedue that the left
hand side of (36)-(37) is zero. The values of γb
AB
and ǫAB are known (see (26) and (18)) and
Γ(∇,N )b
ac
are the Rii rotation oeients of the Levi-Civita onnetion of gab in the semi-null
pentad N so they are also xed (they are a set of 50 independent salar quantities, beause
of the symmetry Γ(∇,N )abc = −Γ(∇,N )cba, whih leaves 5 times 10 antisymmetri pairs).
Condition (36) ontains 30 independent equations (5 times 6 antisymmetri pairs) and hene
it redues the number of independent salars A(∇,B)C
aB
down to 80-30=50. In other words,
lowering the rst index of the inner onnetion tensor we see that it is symmetri: A(∇,B)AcB =
A(∇,B)BcA. Hene (37) an be regarded as a linear system in the 50 salars of the set of
omponents A(∇,B)C
aB
taken as independent. The linear system an be solved expliitly by
writing out (37) and one nds that it is possible to obtain a unique value for these independent
quantities in terms of the 50 independent Rii rotation oeients. Thus, having determined all
the salars Γ(∇,N )b
ac
and A(∇,B)C
aB
we onlude that ∇a itself is ompletely determined.
From now on the symbol ∇a will be reserved for the ovariant derivative introdued in the
previous theorem. Therefore when we speak of the spin ovariant derivative, we will mean the
spin ovariant derivative ∇a whih is ompatible with ǫAB. Hene the Riemann tensor Rabcd will
be always the Riemann tensor of this spin ovariant derivative (whih as explained above is just
the Riemann tensor of the Levi-Civita onnetion of gab). To shorten ertain expressions, we
introdue the dierential operator
∇AB ≡ γ
a
AB∇a. (38)
From this denition we obtain the following straightforward properties
∇[AB] = ∇AB , ∇
A
A = 0. (39)
The linear relation whih gives the 50 independent inner onnetion omponents in terms of
the 50 independent Rii rotation oeients an be inverted yielding the independent values of
Γ(∇,N )b
ac
in terms of the independent values of A(∇,B)C
aB
. We write this symbolially in the
form
Γind(∇,N )b
ac
→ Aind(∇,B)C
aB
, (40)
where Γind(∇,N )b
ac
, Aind(∇,B)C
aB
denote, respetively, the independent Rii rotation oe-
ients and inner onnetion omponents. It is possible to redue further the number of indepen-
dent Rii rotation oeients if we take into aount that some of them are omplex numbers.
For example the omponents Γ(∇,N )113 and Γ(∇,N )
1
14 are both in the set Γ
ind(∇,N )b
ac
but
they full the relation
Γ(∇,N )1
13 = Γ(∇,N )
1
14, (41)
whih omes from the fat that ma and m¯a are omplex onjugate of eah other. Therefore if we
ompute all the independent relations of this type and use (40) on them we will obtain relations
among the inner onnetion omponents similar to (41). We explain in next subsetion how to
take advantage of this fat in pratial omputations.
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3.2.1 The spin oeients
For pratial omputations one takes the independent omponents of the inner onnetion whih
have been obtained and then introdues spei symbols to denote eah salar omponent. We
show next whih are these independent omponents and their assigned names. We start with
A(∇,B)141 = −α , A(∇,B)
1
31 = −β , A(∇,B)
1
21 = −γ , A(∇,B)
1
11 = −ǫ ,
A(∇,B)110 = −κ , A(∇,B)
0
41 = λ , A(∇,B)
0
31 = µ , A(∇,B)
0
21 = ν ,
A(∇,B)011 = π , A(∇,B)
1
40 = −ρ , A(∇,B)
1
30 = −σ , A(∇,B)
1
20 = −τ.
(42)
These salars are in fat the twelve omplex Newman-Penrose spin oeients whih appear in
the spinor alulus of 4-dimensional Lorentzian geometry. Sine the 4-dimensional Lorentzian
geometry an be seen as a restrition of the 5-dimensional one it is then reasonable that the
Newman-Penrose spin oeients also appear in our ontext. However, in order to work with
generi 5-dimensional spaetimes we need to add more spin oeients to the set (42) whih is
what is done next. The new spin oeients are
A(∇,B)051 = ζ ,A(∇,B)
1
50 = η ,A(∇,B)
1
51 = θ ,A(∇,B)
2
10 = χ ,
A(∇,B)220 = ω ,A(∇,B)
2
30 = φ ,A(∇,B)
2
31 = ξ ,A(∇,B)
2
40 = υ ,
A(∇,B)250 = ψ ,A(∇,B)
3
30 = ς. (43)
This is a set of ten omplex quantities. In addition we need to inlude a set of six real spin
oeients
A(∇,B)211 = a , A(∇,B)
2
21 = b , A(∇,B)
2
51 = c ,
A(∇,B)310 = d , A(∇,B)
3
20 = e , A(∇,B)
3
50 = f. (44)
Therefore we have the twelve omplex Newman-Penrose spin oeients, the ten omplex spin
oeients of (43) and the six real spin oeients of (44). They add up to 50 independent real
quantities as they should. We will all the spin oeients dened in (43)-(44) the 5-dimensional
spin oeients.
Using the information of (42)-(44) we an ompute the ation of the operators dened in (35)
on the spin tetrad elements. The result is
DoA = ǫoA + dι˜A − κιA + χo˜A , ∆oA = γoA + eι˜A − τιA + ωo˜A ,
δoA = βoA − σιA + ς ι˜A + φo˜A , δ¯oA = αoA − ριA + ς¯ ι˜A + υo˜A ,
DoA = −θoA + ηιA + f ι˜A + ψo˜A , DιA = ao˜A − ǫιA + πoA − χ¯ι˜A ,
∆ιA = bo˜A − γιA + νoA − ω¯ι˜A , διA = −βιA + µoA + ξo˜A − υ¯ι˜A ,
δ¯ιA = −αιA + λoA + ξ¯o˜A − φ¯ι˜A , DιA = co˜A + ζoA + θιA − ψ¯ι˜A. (45)
From this set we an obtain a similar set of equations for o˜, ι˜ if we use the operator C. Again (45)
generalises the expression whih gives the ation of the Newman-Penrose frame dierentiations on
the elements of a spin dyad when working in 4-dimensional Lorentzian geometry (see eq. (4.5.26)
of [19℄).
Using the spin oeients introdued above we an write out (40) expliitly. The result is
Γ(∇,N )212 = −ǫ− ǫ¯ , Γ(∇,N )
2
22 = −γ − γ¯ , Γ(∇,N )
2
32 = −α¯− β,
Γ(∇,N )252 = θ + θ¯ , Γ(∇,N )
3
11 = κ¯ , Γ(∇,N )
3
12 = −π , Γ(∇,N )
3
21 = τ¯ ,
Γ(∇,N )322 = −ν , Γ(∇,N )
3
31 = ρ¯ , Γ(∇,N )
3
32 = −µ , Γ(∇,N )
3
41 = σ¯,
Γ(∇,N )342 = −λ , Γ(∇,N )
3
51 = −η¯ , Γ(∇,N )
3
52 = −ζ , Γ(∇,N )
4
14 = −ǫ+ ǫ¯,
Γ(∇,N )424 = −γ + γ¯ , Γ(∇,N )
4
34 = α¯− β,
Γ(∇,N )454 = θ − θ¯ , Γ(∇,N )
5
11 = d , Γ(∇,N )
5
12 = −a , Γ(∇,N )
5
13 = χ,
Γ(∇,N )532 = −ξ , Γ(∇,N )
5
33 = φ , Γ(∇,N )
5
34 = υ¯ , Γ(∇,N )
5
51 = f,
Γ(∇,N )521 = e , Γ(∇,N )
5
22 = −b , Γ(∇,N )
5
23 = ω , Γ(∇,N )
5
31 = ς,
Γ(∇,N )552 = −c , Γ(∇,N )
5
53 = ψ. (46)
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We note that one needs to ompute the omplex onjugate of some of the above equations in
order to obtain the value of all the 50 independent Rii rotation oeients.
4 The urvature spinors
In this setion we ompute the spinor ounterpart of the Riemann tensor Rabcd and we deompose
the resulting spinor into irreduible parts. The result of suh a deomposition yields the urvature
spinors whih ompletely haraterise the Riemann tensor. The situation is ompletely analogous
to the ase of spinor alulus in 4-dimensional Lorentzian geometry and we will obtain dierent
urvature spinors for eah of the irreduible parts in whih the Riemann tensor is deomposed
(Weyl, traeless Rii and salar urvature). Some similarities with the urvature spinors of the
spinor alulus of 4-dimensional Lorentzian Geometry an be expeted. For example we will nd
a totally symmetri Weyl spinor but important dierenes with the 4-dimensional ase are also
present as we will disuss.
The starting point is the Rii identity written for an arbitrary vetor vc
∇a∇bv
c −∇b∇av
c = Rbad
cvd.
We replae in this expression the tensor va by (see (16))
va = γaABv
AB.
The Rii identity beomes
γcAB(∇a∇bv
AB −∇b∇av
AB) = Rbad
cγdABv
AB , (47)
where the ondition ∇aγ
b
AB = 0 was used. Next we use the Rii identity (28) partiularised for
vAB and ∇a, whih is
∇a∇bv
AB −∇b∇av
AB = F baC
BvAC + F baC
AvCB
Using this in (47) we get after some algebra.
vAB(F ab
BCγcC
A − F ab
ACγcC
B −Rab
c
dγ
dAB) = 0.
Here the spinor vAB an be regarded as an arbitrary antisymmetri spinor. Hene
F ab
BCγcC
A − F ab
ACγcC
B −Rab
c
dγ
dAB = 0.
We multiply both sides of this expression by γfAB and use (5) getting
2Rab
c
f − F ab
BCγcACγfAB + F ab
ACγcBCγfAB = 0,
from whih we obtain
Rabcf = F ab
ABγcB
CγfAC .
This last expression an be more onveniently written if we use (12) with the result
Rabcf = −F ab
ABGcfAB. (48)
We introdue now the spinor XABCD by means of the relation
XCDAB ≡ F abABG
ab
CD. (49)
Clearly XABCD is symmetri in the last pair of indies. Previous relation an be inverted using
(11) yielding
F cdAB =
1
2
GcdCDX
CD
AB, (50)
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whih replaed bak in (48) leads to
Rabcf = −
1
2
GabABGcfCDX
ABCD. (51)
A straightforward onsequene of this relation is that we an hoose XABCD invariant under the
interhange of the rst and the seond pair of indies (and hene symmetri also in the rst pair
of indies). Thus
XABCD = X(AB)CD = XAB(CD) = XCDAB. (52)
The spinor XABCD an be regarded as the spinor ounterpart of the Riemann tensor. We an
extrat further information out of it by nding its deomposition into irreduible parts under
the ation of the general linear group. The omputation of this deomposition for spinors in
5-dimensional Lorentz geometry is far more diult than for spinors in 4-dimensional Lorentz
geometry beause in the former ase we need to use the general tehniques to deompose a tensor
into irreduible parts under the general linear transformation group. It falls well beyond the sope
of this paper to explain how this deomposition is performed in general (an aount of this an
be found in e.g. [22℄) and we will limit ourselves to explaining how the proedure works in the
partiular ase of the spinor XABCD.
4.1 Irreduible deomposition of the spinor XABCD
To obtain the irreduible deomposition of XABCD we shall proeed in two steps. In the rst
step we nd the deomposition of XABCD in parts invariant under the trae operation. In the
seond step we take eah term of this deomposition and split it into a sum of terms invariant
under the ation of the symmetri group (this is a generi proedure to obtain the irreduible
deomposition of any tensor).
There is a general algorithm for the deomposition of any tensor as a linear ombination of
traeless tensors multiplied by Kroneker deltas [11℄. Unfortunately, there is no general formula to
get the oeients of suh linear ombination, whih must be obtained by solving linear systems
whih rapidly grow in size with the rank of the original tensor. The deomposition for a rank-4
spinor XABCD in dimension 4 reads [11℄
XABCD = W
AB
CD +
1
24
δAD(2X
BF
CF −X
BF
FC − 7X
FB
CF + 2X
FB
FC)
+
1
24
δAC(−X
BF
DF + 2X
BF
FD + 2X
FB
DF − 7X
FB
FD)
+
1
24
δBC(2X
AF
DF − 7X
AF
FD −X
FA
DF + 2X
FA
FD)
+
1
24
δBD(−7X
AF
CF + 2X
AF
FC + 2X
FA
CF −X
FA
FC)
+
1
30
δBDδ
A
C(−3X
FH
FH + 2X
FH
HF )
+
1
30
δBCδ
A
D(2X
FH
FH − 3X
FH
HF ),
where WABCD is a ompletely traeless spinor, namely
WCBCD = W
AC
CD = W
DB
CD = W
AD
CD = 0.
If we use now the symmetries (52) the deomposition of XABCD found above beomes (we lower
all indies)
XABCD = WCDAB −
1
6
(XB
F
DF ǫAC +XB
F
CF ǫAD +XA
F
DF ǫBC +XA
F
CF ǫBD)
−
XFHFH
30
(ǫADǫBC + ǫACǫBD). (53)
From previous expression is easy to dedue that, besides it being ompletely traeless, the spinor
WABCD has the same symmetries as XABCD.
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Now we need to ompute the deomposition into irreduible parts of eah term of (53). We
start by noting the formula
XA
F
CF = ΣCA +
1
4
XBDBDǫCA, (54)
whih is the deomposition of the quantity XA
F
CF in parts invariant under the trae. Here the
spinor ΣCA is traeless, Σ
A
A = 0 and, antisymmetri (beauseXA
F
CF = −XCFAF ). Hene ΣAB
is already invariant under the ation of the symmetri group and needs no further deomposition.
Something similar happens to the last term of (53).
Thus it only remains to nd the irreduible deomposition of WABCD. Sine this tensor is
totally traeless, we only need to work out its deomposition in parts invariant under the ation
of the symmetri group. The way in whih this is ahieved is by writing WABCD as a sum of
four rank tensors eah of them being a Young tableaux tensor. A Young tableaux tensor is a
tensor whih is invariant under the ation of a Young projetor (see denition 5.6 of [22℄). For
any rank-4 tensor these are the Young tableaux whih ontribute to its deomposition
A ⊗ B ⊗ C ⊗ D = A B C D ⊕
A B
C D
⊕ A C
B D
⊕ A B C
D
⊕ A B D
C
⊕A C D
B
⊕
A B
C
D
⊕
A C
B
D
⊕
A D
B
C
⊕
A
B
C
D
.
This deomposition is obtained by suessive appliation of the Littlewood-Rihardson rule to the
produt of Young tableaux whih one obtains from the left hand side. If we now apply previous
deomposition to WABCD and take into aount its symmetries we nd that only the following
Young tableaux ontribute to the deomposition
A B C D ,
A B
C D
, A C
B D
. (55)
Therefore WABCD is deomposed in the form
WABCD = ΨABCD +Π
1
ACBD +Π
2
ABCD. (56)
In this expression ΨABCD is a spinor with the symmetries of the rst tableau in (55), (i.e it is
totally symmetri), and Π1ACBD, Π
2
ABCD have the symmetries of the seond and the third
Young tableaux of (55). These symmetries orrespond to the unlled tableau
and therefore we dedue that both Π1ABCD and Π
2
ABCD full the same algebrai properties as the
Riemann tensor of a Levi-Civita onnetion, namely
Π1ACBD = −Π
1
CABD = Π
1
BDAC , Π
1
ACBD +Π
1
ABDC +Π
1
ABDC = 0,
Π2ACBD = −Π
2
CABD = Π
2
BDAC , Π
2
ACBD +Π
2
ABDC +Π
2
ABDC = 0.
(57)
The spinors Π1ABCD and Π
2
ABCD are not linearly independent. To see this take equation (56) and
antisymmetrize both sides of it on the indies C,D. The result is
0 =
1
2
Π1ACBD −
1
2
Π1ADBC +Π
2
ABCD.
Next, we use here the yli property Π1ACBD = −Π1ABDC −Π1ADCB getting
Π2ABCD = −
Π1ABCD
2
.
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If we replae this relation into (56) we get
WABCD = −
1
2
Π1ABCD +Π
1
ACBD +ΨABCD.
We use here the property Π1ABCD = −Π1ACDB − Π1ADBC whih arises from the algebrai
properties (57). This renders the deomposition of WABCD in the form
WABCD = ΨABCD +ΩACBD +ΩADBC , (58)
where we have set
ΩABCD ≡
Π1ABCD
2
.
From this denition it is obvious that the spinor ΩABCD has the same algebrai properties as
Π1ABCD, whih are shown in (57). Also from the traelessness of WABCD we dedue
Ω CB DC +Ω
C
BD C = 0, (59)
from whih, using the yli property ΩABCD = −ΩACDB − ΩADBC we obtain
Ω CB DC = 0 , Ω
C
BD C = 0, (60)
and therefore ΩABCD is ompletely traeless (as it should be sine all non-vanishing trae-parts
of WABCD were taken away in the rst step of the deomposition of XABCD).
We note that it is possible to obtain (58) without any knowledge of Young tableaux theory if
one takes the relations
ΨABCD =
1
3
(WABCD +WACBD + WADBC) , ΩACBD =
1
3
(WABCD −WADBC)
as the denitions for the spinors ΨABCD and ΩABCD and then one dedues all the algebrai
properties of these spinors straight from these denitions and the properties of WABCD.
Now, we substitute (58) and (54) into (53) whih yields the omplete deomposition of XABCD
into irreduible parts
XABCD = Λ(ǫADǫBC + ǫACǫBD) +
1
6
(ǫBDΣAC + ǫBCΣADǫADΣBC + ǫACΣBD)
+ΨABCD +ΩACBD +ΩADBC , (61)
where
Λ ≡
XABAB
20
.
At this stage we perform some basi ounting to hek the onsisteny of (61). On one hand we
ompute the number of independent omponents of the spinor XABCD and on the other, we add
the number of independent omponents of eah of the irreduible parts in whih XABCD has been
deomposed. The numbers are shown in table 1.
The number of independent omponents of the Riemann tensor in dimension 5 is 50 whih
means that one needs to impose additional restritions on XABCD. These restritions are just
those arising from imposing the yli property Rabcd + Rbcad + Rcabd = 0 on (51) sine the
symmetries shown in (52) only take into aount the monoterm symmetries of the Riemann
tensor. For our work we do not need to ompute expliitly these additional relations and it is
enough to realise that if we drop the spinor ΣAB from the deomposition (61) then the resulting
quantity has preisely 50 independent omponents (indeed this is the only way of obtaining a
quantity with 50 independent omponents out of (61), see table 1). Inserting the irreduible
deomposition of XABCD into (51) with ΣAB set to zero and summarising the results found
before we an state the following result.
Theorem 4. The Riemann tensor Rabcf of the ovariant derivative ∇a an be deomposed in the
form
Rabcf = Λ(gafgbc − gacgbf )−
1
2
Gab
ABGcf
CDΨABCD −Gab
ABGcf
CDΩACBD. (62)
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Quantity symmetry-independent omponents Restritions Final number
Λ 1 0 1
ΩABCD 20 (Riemann-like rank-4 tensor in dim. 4) 6 (use (60)) 14
ΨABCD 35 (totally symmetri rank-4 tensor) 0 35
ΣAB 6 (antisymmetri, rank-2 tensor) 1 (Σ
A
A = 0) 5
XABCD 55 (use (52)) 0 55
Table 1: In the rst olumn of this table we show the spinor we deal with, in the seond olumn
we give the number of independent omponents of the spinor when only its symmetries are taken
into aount (together with a short explanation about how this number is omputed), the third
olumn shows the number of independent additional restritions (if any) and their origin and the
last olumn is just the dierene of the symmetry-independent omponents and the restritions.
If we add all the entries of this olumn but the last one of the table we get 55 whih is preisely
the number of independent omponents of XABCD, thus onrming that (61) is indeed orret.
The quantities Λ, ΩABCD and ΨABCD are known olletively as the urvature spinors. Further-
more, the urvature spinors full the algebrai properties
Ψ(ABCD) = ΨABCD , ΩABCD = Ω[AB]CD = ΩCDAB , Ω
C
AB C = Ω
C
A CD = 0 ,
ΩABCD +ΩBCAD +ΩCABD = 0. (63)
Remark 2. Taking traes in the formula (62), using (9) and (11) we an obtain the deomposition
of the Rii tensor and the salar urvature. The atual expressions are
Rac = −4gacΛ−
1
2
γa
ABγc
CD(ΩABCD +ΩACBD) , R = −20Λ. (64)
Previous expression adopts a simpler form if we apply the identity
γa
ABγc
CD(ΩABCD +ΩACBD) =
3
2
γa
ABγc
CDΩABCD.
To obtain it we replae ΩACBD by (ΩACBD − ΩBCAD)/2 in the left hand side and then use
the replaement ΩACBD = −ΩABDC − ΩADCB on the resulting expression. In fat, it is more
onvenient to write (64) in terms of the traeless Rii tensor, Sab ≡ Rab −Rgab/5
Sac = −
3
4
γa
ABγc
CDΩABCD. (65)
Previous equation expresses the fat that ΩABCD is indeed the spinor ounterpart of the traeless
Rii tensor. We follow the 4-dimensional terminology and refer to ΩABCD as the Rii spinor
although the suitable name would be the traeless Rii spinor.
The salar Λ and the Rii spinor vanish if and only if Sab = 0, R = 0 in whih ase Rabcd
beomes the Weyl tensor Cabcd. Therefore by setting ΩABCD = 0, Λ = 0 on (62) we dedue
Cabcf = −
1
2
Gab
ABGcf
CDΨABCD (66)
and hene the spinor ΨABCD has all the information about the Weyl tensor. Again we use the
4-dimensional nomenlature and all ΨABCD the Weyl spinor. Note that (66) is still true when
the Rii spinor and Λ do not vanish beause the Weyl tensor is linearly independent from any
quantity ontaining the Rii salar and the trae-free Rii tensor. Equation (66) has been
already presented in [4℄ where the Weyl spinor was used to build an algebrai lassiation of the
Weyl tensor Cabcd.
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Equation (62) bears a strong resemblane with the formula whih yields the urvature spinors
in 4-dimensional Lorentzian geometry. In that ase one has three types of urvature spinors and
two of them are of rank four as well (the Weyl spinor and the Rii spinor). In the ase of 4-
dimensional Lorentzian geometry all the urvature spinors have mono-term symmetries but this
is not true in the 5-dimensional ase where the Rii spinor ΩABCD fulls the yli property. As
far as we know this is the rst time in whih the general deomposition of the Riemann tensor
(62) in a 5-dimensional spaetime is omputed.
4.2 Spinor form of the seond Bianhi identity
As in the ase of the spinor alulus of 4-dimensional Lorentzian geometry, the urvature spinors
introdued above full a dierential identity whih is equivalent to the seond Bianhi identity
of the Riemann tensor. We present this identity in the next proposition and we explain how it is
obtained.
Proposition 3. The urvature spinors ΨABCD and ΩABCD satisfy the following dierential
identity
∇(Z
WΨV )BAW −∇(Z
WΩV )ABW −∇(Z
WΩV )BAW − 2ǫ(A|(V∇Z)|B)Λ = 0. (67)
Proof: We start with the Bianhi identity (29) partiularised to the ovariant derivative ∇a and
we replae the inner urvature by its formula in terms of XABCD given in (50). This gives
GbcCD∇aX
CD
AB +GcaCD∇bX
CD
AB +GabCD∇cX
CD
AB = 0. (68)
We replae here GabAB using (9) getting
−γb
CDγcC
F∇aXABDF + γa
CD γcC
F∇bXABDF − γa
CDγbC
F∇cXABDF = 0.
The quantities γ in this expression an be removed if we multiply both sides of it by γaY Wγ
b
UV γ
c
T Z
and use (6) where neessary. The nal expression is a bit long but it an be shortened if we on-
trat the free index T with W and the free index U with Y . The result of these operations
is
∇(Z
WXV )WAB = 0. (69)
Note that this expression has the same information as (68) as an be heked for instane by
ounting the independent number of equations supplied by eah of them when they are written
in a generi frame (this number is 100). Now, it only remains to insert the deomposition (61)
of the spinor XABCD into (69). After doing this and going through some algebra (67) is nally
derived.
Remark 3. Given the relation (48), the bianhi identity for the inner urvature FabAB is equiv-
alent to the seond Bianhi identity of the Riemann tensor Rabcd. Thus (67) has the same
information as the seond Bianhi identity of the Riemann tensor.
Equation (67) has a strong resemblane to the dierential identity fulled by the urvature
spinors in the spinor alulus of 4-dimensional Lorentzian geometry.
4.3 The Rii identity
Consider now the Rii identity (28) partiularised for ∇a. In order to handle this identity in an
easier way, we dene the linear operator
AB ≡ G
ab
AB∇a∇b. (70)
Straightforward properties of the operatorAB are
(AB) =AB , AB(ξAχB) = χBABξA + ξAABχB. (71)
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The Leibnitz rule is easily generalised to the produt of two spinors of arbitrary rank. Next we
nd the value of the ation of AB on any rank-1 spinor ξ
A
. To that end we take (28) and
multiply both sides of it by GabCD. The result is
CDξ
B = −
1
2
F abA
B GabCDξ
A.
We use in this formula the relation (50), getting
CDξ
B = −
1
4
XFHA
B ξA(ǫCHǫDF + ǫCF ǫDH),
where the rst of (11) was used along the way. Finally we apply the deomposition of XFHA
B
shown in (61) obtaining (we lower all indies)
CDξB = ΛǫB(CξD) − ξ
AΩB(CD)A −
1
2
ξAΨBCDA. (72)
Using the Leibnitz rule (71) we an extend previous result to a spinor of arbitrary rank. We note
the similarity of (72) with the ation of the operator whih is introdued in the spinor alulus
of 4-dimensional Lorentzian geometry when studying the spinor form of the Rii identity (47).
This operator has similar properties as the AB studied here and that is the reason why we
hose the same notation for it as in the 4-dimensional ase.
5 The extension of the Newman-Penrose formalism
A very important appliation of the spinor alulus in 4-dimensional Lorentzian geometry is the
Newman-Penrose formalism [16℄. The Newman-Penrose formalism onsists in writing out all the
Rii and Bianhi identities in a null tetrad. By doing so one is able to set up a diret link between
the omponents of the urvature spinors and the omponents of the Riemann tensor. Also the
Rii rotation oeients an be written in terms of the spin oeients whih are omplex
quantities. This enables one to redue the number of equations when we regard equations whih
are omplex onjugate of eah other as dependent.
Using the ideas developed in the foregoing setions we an ahieve an extension of the Newman-
Penrose formalism to a 5-dimensional spaetime. The word extension is appropriate here be-
ause our formalism ontains the Newman-Penrose formalism as a partiular ase (whih is rea-
sonable given that a 4-dimensional spaetime is in some sense a subset of a 5-dimensional
one). This means that all the variables whih appear in the Newman-Penrose formalism (spin
oeients, urvature omponents, et) will be also present in our equations.
In this setion we present the basi variables whih we use in our extension of the Newman-
Penrose formalism together with some of the 5-dimensional Newman-Penrose equations. The full
set of equations will be shown and studied elsewhere [9℄.
5.1 Components of the urvature spinors in a spin tetrad
The rst step is the introdution of suitable symbols for eah of the independent omponents of
the urvature spinors with respet to a spin tetrad, muh in the way as it is done in the ase of
4-dimensional Lorentzian geometry. This is done next separately for eah urvature spinor.
These are the sixteen omplex independent omponents of the Weyl spinor
Ψ0 ≡ ΨABCDoAoBoCoD, ∗Ψ0 ≡ ΨABCDoAoBoC o˜D,
Ψ1 ≡ ΨABCDoAoBoCιD, ∗Ψ1 ≡ ΨABCDoAoBιC o˜D, Ψ∗1 ≡ ΨABCDo
AoBoC ι˜D,
Ψ2 ≡ ΨABCDoAoBιCιD, ∗Ψ2 ≡ ΨABCDoAιBιC o˜D, Ψ∗2 ≡ ΨABCDo
AoBιC ι˜D,
Ψ3 ≡ ΨABCDoAιBιC ιD, ∗Ψ3 ≡ ΨABCDo˜AιBιCιD, Ψ∗3 ≡ ΨABCDo
AιBιC ι˜D,
Ψ4 ≡ ΨABCDι
AιBιCιD, Ψ∗4 ≡ ΨABCDι
AιBιC ι˜D,
Ψ01 ≡ ΨABCDoAoB o˜C ι˜D, Ψ02 ≡ ΨABCDoAoB ι˜C ι˜D Ψ12 ≡ ΨABCDoAιB ι˜C ι˜D.
(73)
The sub-index in the salars Ψ0-Ψ4 indiates the number of ι spinors used in the ontration
with the Weyl spinor (this notation is similar to the 4-dimensional ase and indeed these salars
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orrespond to the omponents of the 4-dimensional Weyl spinor when the 4-dimensional redution
is performed, see 5.3.1). We use these salars as the starting point to denote other omponents
of the Weyl spinor as follows: a star in front of a salar means that the replaement oA → o˜A
has been performed one in the denition whih yields the salar whereas a star behind a salar
means that the replaement ιA → ι˜A is done (also one). For example starting from Ψ2 we dene
∗Ψ2 (resp. Ψ
∗
2) as follows (see (73))
Ψ2 = ΨABCDo
AoBιCιD ⇒ ∗Ψ2
oA→o˜A
= ΨABCDo˜
AoBιCιD ⇒ Ψ∗2
ιC→ι˜C
= ΨABCDo
AoB ι˜C ιD.
When we have a salar with the same number of elements of the spin tetrad with no tilde as
elements with tilde we append two sub-indies to the salar. Eah of these sub-indies tells,
respetively, the number of spinors ι and ι˜ intervening in the denition of this salar (see the
denitions of Ψ01, Ψ02, Ψ12). The notation onventions just introdued for these omponents
of the Weyl spinor are kept for the remaining omponents of the urvature spinors. Given the
symmetries of ΨABCD and ΩABCD these onventions should lead to no onfusion.
These are the three real omponents of the Weyl spinor.
Ψ00 ≡ ΨABCDo
AoB o˜C o˜D , Ψ11 ≡ ΨABCDo
AιB o˜C ι˜D , Ψ22 ≡ ΨABCDι
AιB ι˜C ι˜D , (74)
These are the four omplex omponents of the Rii spinor
Φ01 ≡ ΩABCDo
Ao˜BoC ι˜D , Φ02 ≡ ΩABCDo
Aι˜BoC ι˜D , Φ12 ≡ ΩABCDo
A ι˜BιC ι˜D ,
∗Φ02 ≡ ΩABCDo
Aι˜B o˜C ι˜D. (75)
These are the six real omponents of the Rii spinor.
Φ00 ≡ ΩABCDo
Ao˜BoC o˜D , Φ11 ≡ ΩABCDo
Ao˜BιC ι˜D , Φ22 ≡ ΩABCDι
Aι˜BιC ι˜D ,
Ω ≡ ΩABCDo˜
Aι˜B o˜C ι˜D , ∗Φ01 ≡ ΩABCDo
Ao˜B o˜C ι˜D , ∗Φ12 ≡ ΩABCDι
A ι˜B o˜C ι˜D , (76)
To the quantities introdued in the previous paragraphs, one should add the salar urvature Λ.
A simple ounting shows that the number of these quantities and the number of their omplex
onjugates (when they are omplex) adds up to 50, whih is the number of independent om-
ponents of the Riemann tensor. Also these quantities ontain as a subset the Newman-Penrose
salars whih are used to represent the omponents of the Riemann tensor (these are denoted
with the usual symbols used within the Newman-Penrose formalism so the reader an spot them).
5.2 The ommutation relations
The ommutation relations of the operators ∇1 = D, ∇2 = ∆, ∇3 = δ, ∇4 = δ¯, ∇5 = D are
given by the equation
∇a∇bZ −∇b∇aZ = T
1
baDZ + T
2
ba∆Z + T
3
baδZ + T
4
baδ¯Z + T
5
baDZ,
where Z is an arbitrary salar eld and
T abc = Γ(∇,N )
a
cb − Γ(∇,N )
a
bc. (77)
All the quantities Γ(∇,N )a
cb
an be written in terms of the spin oeients by means of (46).
Making the appropriate replaements we get (we suppress the arbitrary salar Z)
D∆−∆D = −(γ + γ¯)D − (ǫ+ ǫ¯)∆− (π + τ¯ )δ − (π¯ + τ)δ¯ − (a+ e)D , (78)
Dδ − δD = −(α¯+ β + π¯)D + κ∆+ (ǫ− ǫ¯− ρ¯)δ − σδ¯ − (ς − χ)D , (79)
DD −DD = (−2a+ θ + θ¯)D + 2d∆+ (η¯ − 2χ¯)δ + (η − 2χ)δ¯ − fD , (80)
∆δ − δ∆ = −ν¯D + (α¯+ β + τ)∆ + (γ − γ¯ + µ)δ + λ¯δ¯ + (ξ + ω)D , (81)
∆D − D∆ = −2bD+ (2e− θ − θ¯)∆ + (ζ − 2ω¯)δ + (ζ¯ − 2ω)δ¯ + cD , (82)
δδ¯ − δ¯δ = (−µ+ µ¯)D + (−ρ+ ρ¯)∆ + (−α+ β¯)δ + (α¯− β)δ¯ − (υ − υ¯)D , (83)
δD −Dδ = (ζ¯ − 2ξ)D + (η + 2ς)∆ + (θ − θ¯ − 2υ¯)δ − 2φδ¯ − ψD . (84)
These equations redue to the standard Newman-Penrose ommutation relations when we set the
5-dimensional spin oeients and D to zero.
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5.3 The Components of the Riemann tensor
In this subsetion we show the relation between the omponents of the Riemann tensor in a semi-
null pentad and the quantities introdued in 5.1. The starting point is equation (62) whih is
expressed in the spin tetrad and the semi-null pentad. The omponents in these frames of G ABab
an be readily omputed using (9) and (26) so we only need to insert the orresponding values.
After some algebra, the independent omponents of the Riemann tensor turn out to be
R1212 = 2Φ11 + Λ −
1
2
(Ψ2 +Ψ2) + Ψ11 , R1213 = −Φ01 +
1
2
(Ψ1 −Ψ01) ,
R1215 =
∗Ψ1 +
∗Ψ1 − 2
∗Φ01 , R1223 = Φ12 −
1
2
(−Ψ12 + Ψ3) ,
R1225 = Ψ
∗
3 +Ψ
∗
3 + 2
∗Φ12 , R1234 =
1
2
(Ψ2 −Ψ2) ,
R1235 = −
∗Ψ2 −Ψ
∗
2 , R1313 = −
1
2
Ψ0 , R1314 = Φ00 +
1
2
Ψ00 , R1315 = −
∗Ψ0 ,
R1323 = −Φ02 −
1
2
Ψ02 , R1324 = Λ+
1
2
Ψ2 +Ω , R1325 = −Ψ
∗
2 − 2
∗Φ02 ,
R1334 = −Φ01 −
1
2
(Ψ1 +Ψ01) , R1335 = Ψ
∗
1 , R1345 =
∗Ψ1 + 2
∗Φ01 ,
R1515 = 2(Φ00 −Ψ00) , R1523 =
∗Ψ2 − 2
∗Φ02 , R1525 = 2(Φ11 + Λ−Ψ11 − 2Ω) ,
R1534 = −
∗Ψ1 +
∗Ψ1 , R1535 = −2(Φ01 −Ψ01) , R2323 = −
1
2
Ψ4 ,
R2324 = Φ22 +
1
2
Ψ22 , R2325 = Ψ
∗
4 , R2334 = −Φ12 +
1
2
(−Ψ12 −Ψ3) ,
R2335 = −
∗Ψ3 , R2345 = −Ψ
∗
3 + 2
∗Φ12 , R2525 = 2(Φ22 −Ψ22) ,
R2534 = −Ψ
∗
3 +Ψ
∗
3 , R2535 = −2(Φ12 −Ψ12) ,
R3434 = 2Φ11 + Λ −
1
2
(Ψ2 +Ψ2)−Ψ11 + 2Ω , R3435 = −
∗Ψ2 +Ψ
∗
2 − 2
∗Φ02 ,
R3535 = 2(Φ02 −Ψ02) , R3545 = 2(Φ11 − Λ−Ψ11 +Ω) . (85)
This is a set of 34 equations whih has all the information about the Riemann tensor. Now, one
an write the Riemann tensor omponents in terms of the Rii rotation oeients by means of
the standard formula
Rabcd = gdf
(
Γ(∇,N )f bhΓ(∇,N )
h
ac − Γ(∇,N )
f
ahΓ(∇,N )
h
bc
−Γ(∇,N )f hcT
h
ab −∇aΓ(∇,N )
f
bc +∇bΓ(∇,N )
f
ac
)
. (86)
If we replae here the values of the Riemann tensor omponents found in (85) and the Rii
rotation oeients by their values in terms of the spin oeients, shown in (46), we get a set
of 34 equations whih an be used as the starting point to extend the 4-dimensional Newman-
Penrose equations to a 5-dimensional spaetime. The omplete set of this equations shall be
presented an analysed in [9℄.
5.3.1 4-dimensional redution
It is instrutive to study how the standard 4-dimensional Newman-Penrose formalism is reov-
ered from the 5-dimensional equations (one does not need to know the full set of 5-dimensional
equations in order to study this redution). To perform the redution rst we set to zero the spin
oeients dened by (43)-(44). Next we must ompute the onditions on the omponents of the
urvature spinors whih lead to the redution. These onditions are given by the relations
R1215 = R1225 = R1235 = R1315 = R1325 = R1335 = R1345 = R1515 =
= R1523 = R1525 = R1534 = R1535 = R2325 = R2335 = R2345 = R2525 =
= R2534 = R2535 = R3435 = R3535 = R3545 = 0,
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whih mean that there is a loal oordinate system {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5} onM suh that ua = ∂/∂x5
on it and the metri tensor takes the form
ds2 = −(dx5)2 +
4∑
i,j=1
gijdx
idxj ,
with the funtions gij only depending on (x
1, x2, x3, x4), i.e. the metri tensor is deomposable
or reduible [7℄. If we replae here the values of the omponents of the Riemann tensor found in
(85) we get
Ψ02 = Φ02 ,
∗Ψ2 = 0 , Ψ
∗
3 = 0 , Ψ13 = Φ12 ,
∗Ψ3 = 0 , Ψ
∗
4 = 0 ,
∗Ψ0 = 0 , Ψ
∗
1 = 0 ,
∗Ψ1 = 0 , Ψ
∗
2 = 0 , Ψ01 = Φ01 , Ψ00 = Φ00 ,
Ψ11 = Φ11 −
Λ
3
, Ψ22 = Φ22 ,
∗Φ02 = 0 , Ω =
2Λ
3
, ∗Φ01 = 0 ,
∗Φ12 = 0. (87)
From this expression we dedue that some omponents of the 4-dimensional Rii-spinor are
related to omponents of the 5-dimensional Weyl spinor.
6 Conlusions
We have studied in detail the spinor alulus in a 5-dimensional Lorentzian manifold and show how
onepts so important as the spin struture, spin ovariant derivative and the urvature spinors
are dened in this framework. The algebrai and dierential properties of the urvature spinors
have been studied in detail. An interesting appliation of the ideas presented in this paper is the
extension of the Newman-Penrose formalism to a 5-dimensional spaetime. In this regard we have
shown how by using the spinor tehniques one an dene a set of quantities (the spin oeients
and the omponents of the urvature spinors in a spin tetrad) whih ontains the variables used
in the 4-dimensional Newman-Penrose formalism. This means that when ertain quantities in
our formalism are set to zero one reovers the usual 4-dimensional Newman-Penrose formalism
(this orresponds to a dimensional redution from ve to four dimensions). In partiular we have
seen that under this dimensional redution some omponents of the 4-dimensional Rii spinor
are diretely related to omponents of the 5-dimensional Weyl spinor. Also the introdution of
omplex spin oeients and the urvature spinors enables us to redue the number of variables
in our frame formalism. For example we only need to deal with 28 spin oeients, and 30
urvature salars, rather than the 50 quantities whih we would need in eah ase if we used a
frame formalism not based on the spinor approah.
We have given the expliit form of the ommutation relations of the Newman-Penrose frame
derivations in 5-dimensions but we have not written out in full all the remaining Newman-Penrose
equations (Rii and Bianhi identities) due to their length. This omplete set of equations is
muh larger than the 4-dimensional set of Newman-Penrose equations but this fat does not
render the 5-dimensional Newman-Penrose equations less useful. In fat our expressions may be
more suited in omputations whih seek to nd exat solutions beause in that ase one normally
needs to write out all the Rii and Bianhi identities and, as explained before, the introdution
of omplex quantities arising from the spin formalism permits us to work with a set of less
quantities and eventually less equations. For example, in partiular ases in whih a number of
omponents of the urvature spinor vanish we may expet signiant simpliations just as it
happens in the 4-dimensional Newman-Penrose formalism. Other important appliation in whih
the 5-dimensional Newman-Penrose formalism developed by us ould really show its advantage
happens when one wishes to study how to extend a known 4-dimensional exat solution (or group
of exat solutions) to ve dimensions. For example, we may be interested in studying all the
possible extensions of the four dimensional Petrov type D vauum solutions to ve dimensions.
In this partiular ase one knows from the 4-dimensional analysis that a spin tetrad suh that the
onditions Ψ0 = Ψ1 = Ψ3 = Ψ4 = 0 an be hosen. Something similar would happen if we are
looking for extensions of 4-dimensional Petrov type N solutions to ve dimensions (in this ase
the onditions are Ψ1 = Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ4 = 0).
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Another interesting property is the fat that some of the quantities used in the extended
Newman-Penrose formalism behave as weighted quantities under the transformation
oA → HoA , ιA →
1
H
ιA , o˜A → Ho˜A , ι˜A →
1
H
ι˜A, (88)
where H is a omplex parameter. This transformation keeps the sympleti metri ǫAB and hene
it an be related to a Lorentz transformation of the metri gab. If under (88) a salar Z hanges
aording to the rule
Z → HpH
q
Z,
then it is said that the salar Z is a (p, q)-weighted quantity. One an then dene the boost
weight and the spin weight of Z in a similar fashion as in four dimensions
boost weight:
p+ q
2
, spin weight:
p− q
2
.
All the omponents of the urvature spinors dened in (73)-(76) are (p, q)-weighted quantities for
ertain integers p, q. Also most of the spin oeients are weighted quantities and indeed only α,
β, γ, ǫ, θ are non-weighted [9℄. This raises the possibility of an extension of the Geroh, Held and
Penrose formalism [10℄ to dimension ve. In fat it is not very diult to introdue the weighted
dierential operators in terms of the Newman-Penrose frame dierentials. One onludes that the
weighted dierential operators onstruted from D, ∆, δ and δ¯ oinide with the 4-dimensional
denitions of, respetively, Þ, Þ
′
, ð, ð
′
as shown in [9℄.
Other interesting issue is the algebrai lassiation of the Weyl spinor. This has been takled
in [4℄ where an invariant lassiation of this spinor was put forward. Under this lassiation
there are twelve dierent Petrov types of the Weyl spinor so it would be interesting to nd out
how one an haraterise these Petrov types in terms of onditions involving the omponents of
the Weyl spinor (some ases are already analysed in [4℄). Alternatively, one ould try to apply
the alignment theory diretly to the Weyl spinor and devise a lassiation for it as in [14, 3℄.
This theory is based on studying the boost weights of those salar omponents of the Weyl tensor
whih do not vanish on a suitably hosen frame and hene it is lear that we ould follow the
same proedure if we used the salar omponents of the Weyl spinor and the notion of boost
weight disussed above. Indeed some Petrov types adopt a simpler form when we work with the
omponents of the Weyl spinor. For example, a spaetime is of Petrov type D if and only if the
omponents of the Weyl spinor dierent from zero are those of boost weight zero. These are
Ψ2 , Ψ11 ,
∗Ψ2 , Ψ
∗
2 , Ψ02 .
One ould take this as the starting point of a systemati study of all the possible 5-dimensional
(vauum) type D exat solutions of the Einstein equations. To that end one sets to zero in
the 5-dimensional Newman-Penrose equations all the urvature salars exept those shown in
previous equation (if we do not work in vauum then we need to retain the omponents of the
Rii spinor) and then heks the onsisteny with the ommutation relations shown below. Work
in this diretion has been already started in [9℄ for the vauum ase using the extension of the
GHP formalism mentioned above .
The 5-dimensional spinor alulus is now being implemented in the Mathematia pakage
Spinors [8℄, whih is part of the xAt system [12℄.
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A Sympleti metris on a vetor spae
Let V and V
∗
be, respetively, a vetor spae (real or omplex) and its dual and let us use small
Latin haraters a, b, c, . . . to denote the abstrat indies of the elements of the tensor algebra
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built with V and V
∗
, whih is T(V). We introdue next two quantities Mab and T
ab
establishing
linear isomorphisms M : V→ V∗ and T : V∗ → V in the following way
va ≡Mabv
b and ωa ≡ T abωb for any v
a ∈ V, ωa ∈ V
∗. (89)
Note the onvention of having only the seond indies ofM and T as ontrated indies. Previous
isomorphisms are generalised to T(V) in the obvious way and shall be referred to as the operation
of raising and lowering of indies. In addition we impose that T = M−1, and so (89) implies
T abMbc = ∆
a
c, (90)
with ∆ac the identity on V (Kroneker delta on V), and
Mab T
bc = δa
c, (91)
with δa
c
the identity on V
∗
(Kroneker delta on V
∗
).
We an hange indies with the Kroneker delta tensors, and now we an also raise and lower
indies making use of the M and T isomorphisms. Suppose now that we wish to ompute the
produt Mab∆
b
c. We an either lower an index of ∆ or hange an index of M . We onlude:
Mac = ∆ac, (92)
and similarly
T ac = δac. (93)
We an also see that
T ab =M ba and Tab =Mba, (94)
independently of the symmetries of M and T , whih ould even have no symmetry at all. Con-
luding, we always have, for indies of any harater, and any symmetry:
T ab = M ba = ∆ba = δab , Tab =Mba = ∆ba = δab , T
b
a = δ
b
a , M
a
b = ∆
a
b. (95)
The four quantities T ,M , ∆, δ are essentially the same. Let us take, for larity, only T . It always
obeys:
va = T abvb, va = Ta
bvb, vb = v
aTab, v
b = vaTa
b. (96)
However, the following are generially undened
Tabv
b, T abv
b, vaT
ab, vaT
a
b, (97)
unless T ab has a denite symmetry whih means that either T ab is symmetri or antisymmetri.
When this is the ase we dedue from (95) that Tab M
ab
, Mab, ∆ab, δab, ∆
ab
and δab all inherit
the symmetry of Tab and indeed we ould just regard the quantity T
ab
as fundamental and the
remaining ones as derived from it, keeping the symbol T as the kernel letter for all of them. Also
using (95) one may dedue
δ ba = ∆
b
a, (98)
if T ab is symmetri and
δ ba = −∆
b
a,
if T ab is antisymmetri. In the ase of T ab being symmetri then one introdues a quantity δab
to mean either δ ba or ∆
b
a and no onfusion an arise. However, if T
ab
is antisymmetri and
we insist on keeping only one delta symbol δab we need to speify also whether δ
a
b refers to δ
b
a
or to ∆ba. We believe that to keep the notation δ
a
b in this ontext is somewhat onfusing and
one should instead pik up one of the deltas as the fundamental one and regard the other as a
derived quantity. For example if we agree to take δ ba as the fundamental quantity (as we do in
our disussion in setion 2) then we have
δab = ∆
a
b = −δ
a
b ,
and no onfusion arises.
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